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Andrea M. Hyde, Ph.D. (IA/IL Quad Cities), is an 
associate professor in the Department of Educational 
Studies at Western Illinois University, where she 
teaches courses in the social foundations of education, 
education policy and qualitative research. Andrea 
studies school-based yoga curriculum and teacher 
training programs, and relates this work to critical 
pedagogy and social justice education. She has also 
developed a mindfulness pedagogy for post-secondary 
education, with connections to philosophy of 
education and critical social theories. As a consultant 
and program evaluator for Yoga in Schools, Andrea 
helped to design and evaluate grant-supported, 
standard-aligned, professional development program 
for teachers in the use of yoga techniques as part of 
their Physical Education and Health classes. Andrea is 
also certified to teach yoga to both children and 
adults.

Janet D. Johnson, Ph.D., RYT-200 (Providence, RI), is 
a professor of secondary education and Site Director of 
the Rhode Island Writing Project at Rhode Island 
College.  She teaches undergraduate courses in English 
education and gender and women’s studies, and teaches 
graduate courses in teacher research and qualitative 
inquiry.  With extensive experience working in schools 
as a researcher and supervisor of teacher candidates, she 
has done a number of qualitative studies on social justice 
and critical literacy. She recently conducted a year-long 
qualitative study of a yoga class in an urban high school.  
Janet is a certified yoga teacher and teaches on a weekly 
basis.
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Stories of School Yoga: A Story Behind The Stories
2014 - Janet and Andrea connected at the first School Yoga Research 
Summit at The Kripalu Center for Yoga & Health - the only qualitative 
researchers there. 

● Consensus: we (scientists) don’t know much about yoga in schools.
● Andrea advocated for more qualitative work, pledging to help yoga 

teachers tell their stories and get their work recognized as field 
knowledge (looked for special issue of journal = no luck).

2015 - both invited to speak at the Research Summit as the only two 
qualitative researchers; immediately hatched the plan for this book.  
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Stories of School Yoga: The Project

Challenge the presumed superior value of RCT in evaluating yoga 
programs. 

Expertise/Authority comes from lived experiences as yogis and yoga 
teachers. 

Yoga service providers and practitioners’ work = knowledge production. 

Challenge the claim that we don’t know very much at all about yoga in 
schools. 
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Stories of School Yoga: The Book
An informational text: 
● Presents nine narratives about yoga programs operating in public 

schools, a particular (though diverse) social-political environment with 
its unique goals and constraints. 

● Summarizes traditional scientific and qualitative research on yoga in 
schools.

A critical text: A yogic approach to research, focusing on feminist relational 
theory and narrative inquiry, fits inquiry projects and program evaluations, 
especially those serving historically marginalized populations.  
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Stories of School Yoga: The Contributors
Helene McGlauflin, MEd, LCPC, KYT (Brunswick , ME) - Counselor
Debra A. Krodman-Collins, Ph.D. (Broward County FL) - Psychologist
Lindsay Meeker, MSEd (Quad Cities, IA/IL) - Teacher, ELL Director
Lisa Flynn, E-RYT 500 (Dover, NH) - Service Provider
Carla Tantillo Philibert, MSEd & Peggy Collings, MSEd (Chicago, IL) - Former 
Teachers, Service Providers
Dee Marie, MA, CYT (Boulder, CO) - Service Provider
Michelle Brook, RYT-200 (Newfoundland, NJ) - Teaching Assistant
Joanne Spence, MA, C-IAYT (Pittsburgh, PA) - Service Provider
Peg Oliveira, PhD, E-RYT 500, YACEP (New Haven, CT) - Service Provider

All of us are yoga teachers; these are our 
relationships to public schools
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Stories of School Yoga: The Editors-Mentor-Advocates

Andrea M. Hyde, PhD (IA/IL Quad Cities) - Teacher Educator, Social Foundations
experience with yoga program design & evaluation; teaches qualitative research; 
has involved non-academic yoga teachers in qualitative research projects. Just ask 
them to do what comes naturally to them: to be witnesses, observers, to be present 
with what is going on. 

Janet D. Johnson, PhD, RYT-200 (Providence, RI) - Teacher Educator/English Ed
ethnographic inquiry in educational settings; teaches action research; teachers are 
natural researchers who observe, listen and talk to students, and collect other forms 
of data. 
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Stories of School Yoga: Theoretical Approach
Feminist-Relational (Campbell & Wasco, 2000; Ellis, 2007; Olesen, 
2011):

● An understanding that our contributors are partners in this book,
● Narrating intersectional gendered experiences (Greenburg, 2007). 
● Relationships are paramount to the work of yoga in schools.
● We are operating under a strong ethic of care (Noddings, 1984) 

Yoga philosophy and feminist epistemology come from similar paradigms.

● Self discovering; subjective; interior
● Non-competitive; compassionate; relational 
● Recognizing power; anti-oppressive 
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Stories of School Yoga: Methodology
Narrative Inquiry (Clandinin and Connelly, 1998) - writing and collecting 
narratives to share and understand personal descriptions of an event, a 
person, a situation and/or context (what we know about yoga in schools)

Inquiry - something broader than research; includes research, but is not 
necessarily as systematic, ends-oriented or rule-bound. 

Multivocal: theoretical & practical: Contributors wrote their stories with 
dialogue and anecdotes; Editors wrote critical-theoretical codas to each 
contributor chapter along with Intro, Chp.1, 2 & Conclusion 

Our inspiration came from the Lather and Smithies (1997) text, Troubling 
the Angels. 
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Stories of School Yoga: Gathering the Narratives
Solicited participants through the Yoga in Schools Consortium and the Yoga 
Service Council - groups that would include those whose work-as-knowledge 
we had pledged to support.  

Proposal: include a short bio; tell the story of how they came to yoga; describe 
their teaching population and community; share their hopes and goals; and 
offer what they learned from their work, especially what they wanted those 
involved or interested in yoga in schools to know. 

Accepted 11 proposals that followed the stated guidelines, met our criteria 
(i.e., their experience was in public schools), and came in by the deadline. 
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Stories of School Yoga: Coaching & Editing
Contributors were asked to write 4,000-5,000 word chapters (2 dropped out)

Read all chapters, but adopted individual contributors for coaching/editing 
relationship and coda writing.

Writing coaches - boosted confidence, drew out stories, strengthened 
narratives (technically); encouraged revision through a mix of authentic 
appreciation and question asking. 

Codas - took a critical perspective in analyzing the key insights of the 
chapters and contextualizing them within the existing world of yoga in schools.
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Stories of School Yoga: Partiality
The contributors in this volume reflect the larger population of yoga students 
and teachers across the US: WWW. 

We are conscious of the voices not reflected in this volume: women of color, 
men, the differently abled, the LGBTQ community, among others. We must 
claim some culpability in omission for not specifically seeking to incorporate 
stories from a multiplicity of social locations. 

See http://www.decolonizingyoga.com/ 

Stories are always partial: no student voices; almost no classroom teachers
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Not All Yogis are WWW
Michelle Kelsey Mitchell of YoKid (and the National Kids Yoga 
Conference) in D.C.
Bidyut Bose of Niroga Institute in Oakland
Chelsea Jackson Roberts of Red Clay Yoga in Atlanta
Felicia Savage of Yoga Roots on Location in Pittsburgh
Krishna Kaur Khalsa of Y.O.G.A. for Youth in LA.
Atman Smith, Ali Smith and Andres Gonzales of Holistic Life 
Foundation in Baltimore
Sat Bir Khalsa, Harvard
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Stories of School Yoga: Making Meaning

● Privilege and Yoga: Race and Gender
● Theories of Personal and Social Change: Practical & Critical Analysis
● Compassion as Social Justice 
● Vulnerability - a key component of compassion that can be developed
● The Double Standard of Self-Promotion
● Claiming Stories as Knowledge/Women's Ways of Knowing
● Contradictions and Collaboration: Editorial Messiness
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What We Know about Yoga in Schools: Students
● School yoga addresses social inequities by teaching about the universal 

human experiences of challenge and ease.

● Yoga offers children options for how to learn something about themselves 
and how to choose their mental and physical states. 

● Teaching yoga in schools is never separate from the emotional, social, 
economic, gendered, culturally specific environment of the school 
community.

● Yoga can benefit youth from a variety of social and demographic 
backgrounds.
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What We Know about Yoga in Schools: Teaching

● School-based yoga works best when taught to and practiced by adults 
first, and not in a merely instrumental way.

● School yoga is facilitated by fully human, flawed and experienced yoga 
teachers who are familiar with life in schools, and who know something 
about child development and human relationships.

● Yoga can facilitate teaching to the curriculum standards and learning 
goals that teachers are mandated to address in their teaching and 
assessments of students.
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What We Know about Yoga in Schools: Programs
● Effective programs need considerable thought for context-customized 

design, implementation, review, adjustment and evaluation. 

● School yoga works best as a system-wide program that is supported by 
the top school administrators, the parents, the teachers, the staff and the 
students.

● School yoga is most effective when woven into physical, academic, 
social-emotional and behavioral health curriculums.

● Yoga in schools incorporates mindfulness and is sometimes called 
mindfulness or mindful movement or some other name besides yoga.
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Systemic Analysis: Empowerment

● Yoga offers opportunities for teachers and students to engage in 
emotional and physical self-awareness and compassion, which can 
lead to more agentive identities. 

● Qualitative research has the potential to humanize the entire 
enterprise of schooling.

● Narratives such as the stories in this book follow the spirit of teacher 
action research, understood as a local, formative, personal and 
praxis-oriented inquiry undertaken by teachers for the purposes of 
learning and well-being for all involved
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Systemic Analysis: Constraints
● Schools are immersed in the current reign of data-driven decisions 

and social efficiency, which limit the full expression of any child or 
teacher’s interests and abilities, exacerbating already problematic 
opportunity gaps for non-mainstream youth and hindering the 
well-being of all.  

● Yoga is not a magic bullet that will ameliorate the effects of 
material deprivation or the trauma of racism.  No matter how 
self-aware or compassionate a child is, she is still part of systems 
that may not fully recognize or value what she brings to the world, 
depending on her multiple status category positions (race, class, 
gender, ability, language, etc.). 
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